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VK Lillie Originals VK Lillie SS 2015



“You Are” Light

Light transmits universes  
through transparent leather,  
bound to itself naturally.  
This collection is inspired  
by inner and outer space.

Vk Lillie, a mother daughter  
collaboration. Each Medicine bag is 
made with love by Vanessa or Kira.

A family tradition inspired  
by Vanessa thanks to her interest  
in the spiritual practices and  
traditions of the Native Americans.

Inside each medicine bag is a 
quartz crystal, known to strengthen 
and focus your intentions.

“You Are” Light

Vk Lillie  2014
 2015





II Classic Collection
 sm Aquamarine and gold

II Tag
 silver

IV Mammasita
 hematite, aquamarine and quartz

Family 1/5

Aquamarine:
calming, soothing, and cleansing, 
Aquamarine inspires truth, trust 
and letting go. Protecting all who 
travel by, over, or near water,  
and opens the channels of clear  
and heartfelt communication.

II

IV

VV Pendent
 aquamarine and gold

III Baby
 Aquamarine and silver

III



I

II Pendent
 Kyanite and silver

I Classic Collection / sm 
 Blue lace agate and gold

III Baby
 Blue lace agate and silver

IV Mammasita
 Blue lace agate, Kyanite and silver 

II

III

IV

Family 2/5

Blue lace Agate:
A stone of communication, helping  
those who have difficulty being heard  
by others, or who need confidence  
and articulation to share their truths.  
It provides clarity of thought and  
unwavering intent in regards to what 
matters most.

Kyanite:
Creating pathways where none existed 
before. Like a universal bridge, Kyanite 
is an extraordinary crystal of connection, 
bridging gaps in all communication 
efforts, and providing a link for transmit-
ting or receiving healing energy.





I

II Classic Collection / sm 
 Red jasper and silver

I Tags
 Light and dark / silver

III Baby
 Red jasper, heated quartz and silver

II

III

IV

IV

Family 3/5

Red Jasper:
Stone of Endurance, a gentle, but vital, 
stimulator of chi, or Life Force, bringing 
physical strength and energy, stamina, 
focus and determination. A stone  
of passion, useful for restoring and 
rejuvenating the libido, and in manifesting 
creative ideas. 

IV Classic Collection / sm
 Red jasper and gold

V Mammasita
 Red Jasper, heated quartz and silver/gold 





I

II Baby
 Hemaite, pyrite and silver

I Pendent
 silver

III Mammasita
 Hematite, pyrite heated quartz  
 and silver/gold 

II

III

IV

IV

Family 4/5

Pyrite:
symbolizing the warmth and lasting  
presence of the sun and the ability  
to generate wealth by one’s own power.  
It is masculine in nature, a stone of  
action, vitality and will, and taps into one’s 
abilities and potential, stimulating the 
flow of ideas. It brings confidence and the 
persistence to carry things through 
to completion.

IV Classic Collection / lg
 hematite, heated quartz

V Pendent
 Kyanite and silver / gold 
 



I

II Classic Collection / sm
 quartz and gold

I  Tag / back of mammasita
 silver and gold

III  Fingertip
 quartz and silver / gold

II

III

IV

V

VI

Family 5/5

Quartz:
Quartz is the Master Healer and the 
“stone of power”! Quartz Crystal is the 
most versatile multipurpose healing 
stone. Quartz acts as an amplifier for 
psychic energy and aids meditation 
and visualization. Quartz crystals also 
strengthens the power of other stones.

IV Mammasita
 quartz and silver / gold

V  Pendent 
 silver

VI Baby
 quartz and silver
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This collection is a limited edition 
made from one animal hide. 

All from one, one from all. 

Inspired by inner and outer space. 
Cells and universes. Deep sea  
and galaxies. LIGHT


